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Managing your UFI

• Preparation for creating UFIs for your company
• Determine which UFI approach to take
• Mapping to internal company codes
• Updating your UFI
• Using UFI for voluntary submissions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this presentation, we will cover some of the key areas for consideration for the management of the UFI in your company.  We will take a look at what you need to consider before creating your UFI; some factors that may assist with determining which UFI approach is best for your mixtures and products; and we will discuss mapping considerations with a particular emphasis on your company’s internal formulation codes. Finally we will look at when you need to update your UFI and how using the UFI can be helpful for industry in the case of voluntary submissions.
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Preparing to create UFIs
• Industry responsibility to generate UFI.

• Understand the ways to generate UFIs based on 
company’s needs and portfolio.

• Online tool (single or bulk) for small portfolios vs.
algorithm for automated approach or larger portfolios.

• You need to store and manage UFIs in your
company systems.

• Determine or consult on which VAT to use e.g. mother
company’s, toll formulator’s…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So it should be clear by now that UFI generation is industry’s obligation, but how  this is achieved depends on the company’s needs and portfolio – for example a company with a very limited portfolio may opt for the online generation of single or bulk UFIs. On the other hand a company with a large portfolio or who wishes a more automated approach, may prefer to develop the algorithm in their own system.  Consideration must be given at this point to where the list of bulk generated UFIs will be stored and maintained and of course, who manages it. Another important aspect is determining which VAT should be used – in most cases, companies will use their own, but there are some situations where some internal consultation may be required, for example, take the situation of a daughter company who is responsible for placing on the market but the mother company wishes to manage and distribute the UFIs based on their VAT number. 
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Determine the UFI approach

• Assess your portfolio structure and current 
management system for that portfolio
• How do you currently allocate codes/names for your

portfolio?
• How do you monitor the changes in the composition?

• Determine which approach(s) UFIs will be 
assigned 
• e.g. mixture-, product-, market-, label- centric 

approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To determine the UFI approach that is right for your mixtures or products you will first need to assess your portfolio structure and current management system, and consider for example how you currently allocate formulation codes and names. Also you will need to assess the way changes in composition are monitored.  From here you are already well positioned to determine the UFI approach or approaches for your company – that being mixture, product, market or label centric approaches. 
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• Product category ∼250 categories from EuPCS
• Colour – 14 available to choose from
• Packaging types – 33 types
• Concentration ranges for components according 

to maximum width allowed
• Internal formulation codes (or names) – from 

0 to 268 435 255 formulation numbers

Mapping your company’s data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have determined the right approach, you will need to further assess other elements of information that will most likely require some mapping. For example, you will need to assign and possibly map a product category, a colour, packaging type and size according to the values available for selection in the harmonised format.  You have also seen in the earlier presentation that the components concentration ranges are strictly defined and you may need to align with them in case you do it differently today.  Coming back to the generation of the UFI, in many cases you will be required to do some mapping between your company’s internal formula codes or names, to a formulation number that will be accepted by the UFI generating tools. As you can see, this all requires some extra work in your company to compile this information into a package suitable for the submission.         
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Formulation codes and numbers
• Codes containing non-numerical characters 

require ‘mapping’ to formulation numbers in 
required format i.e. between 0 and 268 435 255

• Spaces and ‘.’s are ignored
Mixture Your company 

code or name
Need for new formula number to 
generate UFI?

1 #123987 Yes, contains ‘#’
2 123-987 Yes, contains ‘-’
3 ABC123 Yes, contains ‘ABC’
4 Super Cleaner Yes, is a product name
5 300000000 Yes, exceeds 268 435 255
6 123.987 No, ‘.’ are ignored
7 123456789 No need to map this code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be more specific on this last point. The table here shows you examples of possible formula codes and names with reasons why some cannot be used for the purpose of generating UFIs. In the first four examples you can see that special characters or letters are used and as such will need to be mapped to a new formulation number. Example 5 contains only numbers, but still it will still require a new formulation number as it exceeds the maximum number allowed by the required format. Example 6 contains a decimal point which is ignored by the system so it can be re-used to generate the UFI and so can example 7 as it fits the required format – only these last 2 example formulation codes do not need additional mapping.
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Changes in UFI and the formulation
number
• UFI and its changes depend on composition of 

the mixture (chemistry context), not the 
product in commercial context.

• If your mixture changes composition, you
cannot re-use the same formulation number to 
generate UFIs – the UFI will be the same as the 
previous one.

• What are the factors that require a change in 
the UFI?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UFI reflects the mixture composition at the moment when UFI has been assigned to that mixture. So, when the mixture composition changes, the UFI also needs to change. In other words, UFI and its changes depend on the mixture composition in the chemistry context, not the product in commercial context.     It is also important to note, that if your mixture changes composition, you cannot re-use the same formulation number to generate UFIs – otherwise the UFI will be the same as the previous one.     So, what are the factors that require the change of UFI?
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When is a new UFI needed?

• A new UFI needed when one of the following
changes to the composition occur:

• adding, substituting or deleting a component
• supplier changes UFI and it has impact on MiM
• change in concentration beyond the allowed variation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, you need a new UFI when you add, substitute or delete a component.    Also when your supplier changes the UFI and it has impact on a mixture in mixture.     And finally, when you keep all the same components but you change their concentration beyond the allowed variation, which I will explain more on the next slide.
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Concentration ranges for updates

For example: component present in mixture at 30% 
 Variation of 5% requires update
 Update if new concentration <= 28.5% or >= 31.5%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here you can see an example of a component in a mixture at exactly 30% - which according to table 3 in Annex VIII is allowed only a 5% variation in concentration,  meaning that if the concentration falls below 28.5% or exceeds 31.5%, then a new UFI is required.
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Updating your UFI

• Change in UFI requires submission update 
• Relabelling: Print UFI on label or affix it?
• New UFI to be communicated in the supply

chain
• For commercial reasons you can also assign a 

mixture a new additional UFI (but still need to 
update) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you change the UFI, you also need to update a number of things in parallel.      First, you need to update the submission made for poison centres and inform them about a new UFI assigned to the product.      Secondly, the product needs to be re-labelled to reflect the new UFI on it.      You may also be in position where you supply your mixture to other formulators and they depend on the UFI that you communicated to them earlier. In that case, you also need to inform you supply chain downstream about the change made.      You are also allowed to update the UFI voluntarily due for commercial reasons, even if nothing has changed in the mixture composition. But in that case all the duties related to updating information apply.
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Voluntary submissions and UFI

• For non-classified mixtures, or mixtures classified for 
environment only i.e. voluntary submission.

• Protecting confidential business information in the 
supply chain e.g. MiM.

• UFI (and other information) submitted for poison 
centres to make the correct link. 

• Placing the UFI on label is optional!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Voluntary submissions may be considered for mixtures that are not classified, or classified for the environment only. As the name suggests, voluntary submissions are just that – they are not mandatory in any way, but it might be possible that industry would like to use a UFI for these mixtures for maintaining confidentiality in the supply chain. In order though to be able use the UFI in this way, the UFI must be known to poison centres by means of a submission along with other necessary information. In this case, placing the UFI on the label is optional and there are for and against doing so – having it on the label could be helpful to poison centres in the event of an emergency, though it has also been suggested that having the UFI on the label might imply that the product is hazardous.
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Overall concluding remarks
• Remember UFIs two main principles – the main 

one being that 1 UFI assigned to 1 mixture
composition. 

• UFI only serves a purpose if it has been
submitted as part of a submission

• UFI does not contain any information
• UFI can protect your CBI, not expose it
• Correct UFI management vital
• Labelling needs to be planned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to conclude, remember that the two main UFI principles must be respected – the main one being that one UFI can only be assigned to one mixture composition.      UFI only serves a purpose if it has been submitted as it only makes sense when it is linked to other information –        a UFI itself does not contain any information other than a VAT and a formulation number,    the UFI works to protect your confidential business information, not expose it -      Correct UFI management vital! If UFIs are mismanaged it means inappropriate information will be available to poison centres and may prevent them from providing the right advice in emergency situations -     and finally, you can submit when your deadline comes, but you need to plan labelling activities much earlier than that, you can start already as of today. 



Thank you!

Subscribe to our news at 
echa.europa.eu/subscribe

Follow us on Twitter
@EU_ECHA

Follow us on Facebook
Facebook.com/EUECHA
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